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Choose a building block. 
 

R E P O R T  
Climate Action, Planning, and Development 

 
 

To: Community Heritage Commission Date:           April 6, 2022 

    

From: Hardev Gill, 

Planning Technician 

File: PAR01423 

  Item #:  [Report Number] 

 

Subject:        
 
Preliminary Application Review: 203 Pembina Street 

 

 
PURPOSE 
 
For the Community Heritage Commission to provide feedback on the Preliminary 
Application Review of a Heritage Revitalization Agreement for a heritage tree. 
 
PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
A Preliminary Application Review request has been received for 203 Pembina Street in 
Queensborough. The redevelopment would include demolition of the existing 1966 
house and construction of two townhouse buildings (one at the front and one at the rear 
of the property). The applicant is proposing to retain an existing specimen sized Oak 
tree as the project’s heritage component in a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA). 
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to review the heritage value of the 
Oak Tree and determine if it is appropriate to be considered as the heritage component 
for the development.  
 
GUIDING POLICY AND REGULATIONS 
 
Heritage Revitalization Agreement 
 
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City 
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-
term legal protection of a heritage asset through a Heritage Designation Bylaw, certain 
zoning relaxations may be considered, as long as the application is consistent with the 
Official Community Plan. For development related policy context, see Appendix C. The 
Policy for the Use of HRAs lays out the process for HRAs and the relaxations which 
may be considered. The application is consistent with this policy and the development 
regulations for the site. 
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The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada 
 
Council endorsed The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places 
in Canada in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects within the city. These are 
national guidelines for best practice in heritage conservation and design. All HRA 
proposals are carefully evaluated using this document. The guidelines indicate it is 
appropriate to consider ecological features and vegetation as having heritage value, 
and they provide general recommendations for the conservation of vegetation in a 
cultural landscape. The proposal to retain the Oak Tree is generally consistent with 
these guidelines (see Appendix G). 
 
Heritage Designation Bylaw 
 
A heritage asset which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a Heritage 
Designation Bylaw. The criteria for Designation is outlined within the Local Government 
Act, where the Act allows the protection of a landscape feature through such bylaws.  
This type of bylaw is a regulation that places long-term legal protection on the land title 
of a property. Any changes to a protected property must first receive approval from City 
Council (or its delegate, the Director of Climate Action, Planning and Development) 
through a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP). Future development is no longer entitled, 
but could be permitted by Council with an HAP. HAP applications are also evaluated by 
staff against the Standards and Guidelines.  
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
Site Characteristics and Context 
 
203 Pembina Street is a corner property in Queensborough. There are two street 
frontages (Salter and Pembina Streets) as well as an existing unconstructed lane at the 
rear. A site context map, aerial image, and information on the surrounding sites is 
provided in Appendix A. The overall site is 1,072 sq.m. (11,543 sq.ft.) in size. There is a 
1966 two storey house on site, with an area of 309 sq.m. (3,322 sq.ft.). A 59 year old 
Oak Tree is located near the front of the property in the southwest corner along 
Pembina Street. See figure 1 below of the existing house and Oak Tree captured in 
December, 2020.  
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Figure 1: Existing House and Oak Tree 

 
Project Description 
 
The proposal is to demolish the 1966 house and replace it with six new stratified 
townhouses. One townhouse unit would be in a stand-alone building at the front of the 
site, and a building with five connected units would be constructed at the rear.  A 
proposed site plan is attached as Appendix B. An overview of project statistics is in 
Appendix C. Vehicle access to the units would be from Salter Street, and parking would 
be provided in garages on the entry level of each unit. The proposal would also include 
a communal outdoor amenity space. 
 
As a key component of the redevelopment proposal, the applicant is proposing to retain 
and protect an existing specimen sized tree (Oak Tree) which is located at the front of 
the property. The retention of the Oak Tree is to be considered as the heritage 
component to the proposal for the Heritage Revitalization Agreement. 
 
Proposed Relaxations  
 
Under the City’s Policy for the Use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements and the 
Official Community Plan, regulatory land use (Zoning Bylaw) relaxations may be 
considered through an HRA.  In this case, three Zoning Bylaw relaxations would need to 
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be considered: side and rear yard setbacks and to the distance between the buildings 
(details in Table 1 in Appendix C).  
 
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION 
 
Heritage Value of the Oak Tree 
 
The applicant has submitted a Statement of Significance (SOS) (Appendix D) and an 
Arborist Report (Appendix E) for the Oak Tree. Based on the SOS, the tree is 
approximately 59 years old and was planted the same year that the house was finished. 
Further photographs of the tree are in Appendix F.  
 
Condition of the Tree 
 
An Arboricultural and Tree Risk Assessment has been completed and has been 
reviewed by the City’s Arborist.  It is understood that the tree is “significant and exhibits 
a healthy green canopy, good basal flare, vigorous new growth, and is an excellent 
long-term candidate for retention”.   
 
Tree Protection 
 
Preserving the tree would be in-line with the City’s Urban Forest Management Strategy 
(link in Appendix C) whose goal is to protecting the city’s tree canopy cover. It would 
also be in keeping with the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic 
Places in Canada (see Appendix G). 
 
Retention of the Oak Tree through an HRA would be a very unique situation. Only one 
tree in New Westminster is currently recognized for its heritage value. That tree is 
included in the City’s Heritage Register, but not legally protected. Should the Tree be 
considered to be a heritage asset, there would be protection measures including an Oak 
Tree Management Plan for pre and post-construction purposes to ensure long-term 
preservation.    
 
Is there enough heritage merit for the Oak Tree to warrant a Heritage Revitalization 
Agreement?  
 
Is the heritage value of the Oak Tree sufficient to warrant long term legal protection and 
heritage status through a Heritage Designation Bylaw? 
 
Does the Statement of Significance provide an accurate representation of the heritage 
values of the Oak Tree? 
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Heritage Significance of the 1966 House 
 
The house on site was built in 1966 by the Clarot family with the help of the local Italian 
Community (more detail in Appendix D). The house is not currently protected, nor 
recognized as having heritage value. It is not listed on the Queensborough Residential 
Heritage Inventory. However, due to the age of the house, the Commission is being 
asked to consider the house’s merit under the City’s standard Demolition Review policy. 
 
The two storey house is a typical mid-century build, characterized by having a low-
pitched side gabled roof style, horizontal lines, long windows, and overhanging eaves. 
In 1986 an addition made to the house. The applicant has indicated that the house 
would have to be demolished to facilitate the proposed development.   
 
Given the value of the Oak Tree, and its retention through a Heritage Revitalization 
Agreement, is it appropriate to consider demolition of the house?   
 
NEXT STEPS 
 
Following the review by the Commission, staff will be presenting a report, including the 
Commission’s feedback and recommendations, to the Land Use and Planning 
Committee (LUPC). A report to the LUPC is required since the proposal would warrant 
an amendment to the Official Community Plan to re-designate the land from single 
residential to a multi-unit residential designation. 
 
FEEDBACK FROM THE COMMISSION 
 
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to review the application and 
provide feedback in relation to the following heritage elements:  
 

 The heritage value of the Oak Tree; 

 The prepared Statement of Significance for the Oak Tree; and  

 Heritage value of the existing house.  
 
The Community Heritage Commission is also being asked to provide a recommendation 
to Land Use and Planning Committee on this application, based on its heritage merits. 
The following options are offered for the Commission’s consideration:  
 

1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Land Use and 
Planning Committee support a Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 203 
Pembina Street in considering the Oak Tree as the heritage asset to the 
proposed project; or 

 
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that the Land Use and 

Planning Committee does not support a Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 
203 Pembina Street given that the Commission does not agree that there is 
sufficient heritage merit for the Oak Tree ; or 
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3) The Community Heritage Commission could also provide an alternative 

recommendation, stemming from elements identified in their discussion. 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
 
Appendix A: Site Context Map, Aerial Image, and Surrounding Site Information 
Appendix B: Conceptual Site Plan  
Appendix C: Development Policy and Regulations, and Proposed Project Statistics  
Appendix D: Statement of Significance 
Appendix E: Arborist Report    
Appendix F: Images of the existing House and Oak Tree 
Appendix G: General Guidelines for Preservation, Rehabilitation and Restoration 

 
This report was prepared by: Hardev Gill, Planning Technician 
 
This report was reviewed by: Britney Dack, Senior Heritage Planner 
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The property is surrounded by the following zoning and land uses: 

Location Zoning Building Type Building Age 

North RQ-1 zone Single Detached Dwelling 1949 
East RQ-1 zone Vacant Lot N/A 

South RQ-1 zone Single Detached Dwelling 2004 
West RQ-1  and RM-2A 

(Multiple Dwelling 
Districts-Low Rise) 

Single Detached 
Dwellings and Multi-Unit 
Rowhouse Development 

1993 
2006 
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PROJECT   DATA

CIVIC ADDRESS: 203 PEMBINA STREET,

NEW WESTMINSTER, BC.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION: LOT 1, DL 757, GROUP 1, NWD 2586

LOT AREA: 11,550.72sf ( 1073sm)

LOT COVERAGE: BUILDINGS: (4,068.00sf/ 11550.72sf)100 = 35.19%

FLOOR SPACE RATIO:    8,513sf/ 11550sf = .74

ZONING: CURRENT -    SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL RQ-1

PROPOSED - COMPREHENSIVE

     DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT (RT-3A)

SETBACKS: BUILDING A BUILDING B

SIDE NORTH  6.0 FT (1.8m)  9.25 FT (2.8m)

SIDE SOUTH 64.38 FT (19.9m)  9.5 FT (2.9m)

FRONT WEST 12.5 FT (3.8m) 70.08 FT (21.36m)

REAR EAST - 7.79 FT (2.4)

BETWEEN BUILDINGS 28.5 FT (8.7m) -

FLOOR AREA: UNIT 1: 1,427sf (132.3sm)

UNIT 2: 1,428sf  (132.7sm)

UNIT 3: 1,364sf (126.72sm)

UNIT 4: 1,380sf (128.21sm)

UNIT 5: 1,366sf (126.9sm)

UNIT 6: 1,466sf (783.27sm)

TOTAL BUILDING AREA:  8,431sf (789.9sm)

RESIDENT PARKING: 2.0 SPACES/ UNIT

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.

203 PEMBINA STREET

PEMBINA STREET TOWNHOMES

258 East Braemar Road, North Vancouver, BC, V7N 1R1

Tel 604 619 6559 

SITE PLAN
PROJECT DATA A-1.0

25.03.22

PROJECT NORTHTRUE NORTH
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Official Community Plan Land Use Designation 
 
The Official Community Plan (OCP) sets out the City’s anticipated land use for the 
future, for the purposes of guiding development applications. In the OCP, this property 
is designated “(RL) Residential – Low Density”.  This designation envisions low density 
residential uses including houses, duplexes, and secondary suites. Complimentary uses 
include home based businesses, small scale local commercial uses (e.g. corner stores), 
small scale institutional uses (e.g. child care, care facilities, places of worship), utilities, 
transportation corridors, parks, open space, and community facilities.  The RL 
designation also allows for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement if there is heritage 
merit.  The proposed multi-unit townhouse development is not consistent with the RL 
land use designation and as such would require an OCP Amendment application. 
 
Projects with Heritage Assets 
 
The OCP encourages the use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements when a heritage 
asset is incorporated into a development. Through this type of agreement, the OCP 
indicates that the development may permit the following housing forms: detached 
accessory dwelling units (e.g. laneway house, carriage house), duplexes, triplexes, 
quadraplexes, cluster houses, infill townhouses and infill rowhouses, or to formalize an 
existing, larger scale land use such as a low rise or a place of worship.   The proposed 
townhouse development would meet the criteria of this policy should the Oak Tree be 
considered as the heritage merit for the project. 
 
Infill Housing  
 
The proposal is consistent with the intent of the City’s family-friendly policy and OCP 
goals of providing more “missing middle” housing forms such has laneway/carriage 
houses, town/row houses, duplexes and triplexes. Given the proposed size of the infill 
townhouse development with each unit consisting of approximately 130 sq.m. (1,400 
sq.ft.) in area, it is similar to recent developments approved on the Mainland and in 
Queensborough. 
 
Zoning Bylaw 
 
The existing zoning for the site is Queensborough Neighbourhood Residential Dwelling 
Districts (RQ-1). The intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings in the 
Queensborough Neighbourhood.  Regulations to address floodplain concerns.  
Secondary suites are allowed if the City’s “Requirements for Secondary Suites” are met.    
The proposal would not be consistent with the current zoning, and as such, a Rezoning 
or Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is required.   
 
Link to the City’s Urban Forest Management Strategy: 
 
https://www.newwestcity.ca/services/trees/urban-forest-management-strategy  
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 Permitted / Required 
Under the RT-3 Zone 

Proposed 

Site Area  11,550.72 sq.ft. (1,073 sq.m.) 
Residential Units: 
Building A 
Building B 

  
1 
5 

Total Building Area 9,240.57 sq.ft.  
(2,816.5 sq.m.) 

8,431 sq.ft.  
(789.9 sq.m.) 

Total FSR 0.8 0.74 
Floor Area 
Unit 1 
Unit 2 
Unit 3 
Unit 4 
Unit 5 
Unit 6 

 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
 

 
1,427 sq.ft. (132.3 sq.m.) 
1,428 sq.ft. (132.7 sq.m.) 
1,364 sq.ft. (126.72 sq.m.) 
1,380 sq.ft. (128.21 sq.m.) 
1,366 sq.ft. (126.9 sq.m.) 
1,466 sq.ft. (783.27 sq.m.) 

Setbacks:  
 
Building A 
Front 
Side (north) 
Side (south) 
Rear 
 
Building B 
Front  
Side (north) 
Side (south) 
Rear 

 
 
 
10 ft. (3.05 m.) 
15 ft. (4.57 m.) 
15 ft. (4.57 m.) 
15 ft. (4.57m.) 
 
 
10 ft. (3.05 m.) 
15 ft. (4.57 m.) 
15 ft. (4.57 m.) 
15 ft. (4.57m.) 

 
 
 
12.5 ft. (3.8 m.) 
6.0 ft. (1.8 m.) 
64.38 ft. (19.9 m.) 
76.77 ft. (23.4 m.) 
 
 
70.08 ft. (21.36 m.) 
9.25 ft. (2.9 m.) 
9.5 ft. (2.9 m.) 
7.79 ft. (2.4 m.) 

Distance Between 
Buildings 

34.4 ft. (10.48 m.) 28.5 ft. (8.7 m.) 

Site Coverage 40% 35.19% 
Building Height 35 ft. (10.7 m.) 32.4 ft. (9.8 m.) 
Off-Street Parking 12 12 
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Statement of Significance                    2021-11-23 

203 Pembina Street, New Westminster 

Description of Historic Place     

The subject property was purchased by Gino and Patricia Clarot in 1964 just after their marriage.  

They began construction of their new home in 1966 and it was completed in 1968. The home was 

constructed on weekends with the help of the local Italian Community, which were very 

prevalent within the Queensborough Neighborhood at that time.  In that same year the Clarot’s 

planted an English Oak tree on the southwest corner of their property, which remains today. The 

oak tree was 6 years old at the time of planting.  The historic place consists of the 59-year-old 

English Oak tree. 

 

 
Image 01:  Mr. Gino Claret forming a sidewalk with English Oak tree in the background  

 

Heritage Value of The Historic Place  

The Clarot Property is recognized for its social and landscape significance. 

The essential heritage value of this historic place lies in the specimen English Oak tree located on 

the southwest corner of the property.  The tree was planted at a time when Pembina Street had 

very few homes and those that did exist were occupied by members of the Italian community, 

including Gino’s family.  Mr. and Mrs. Clarot recounted how their neighbours enjoyed the fall 

colours of the tree and how every neighbour from their property north to the old Spanos’ grocery 

store would have to rake the oak leaves the fall.  
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Image 02:  Mr. Clarot adjacent the English Oak tree at Christmas 

 

The Clarot’s would rake the fallen leaves and pile them under the tree and the local children 

would run and jump in the leaves after which they would have rake again.   

 

Directly south of the Clarot property was the firehall.  The fire fighters would often bring there 

chairs over and sit in the shade under the tree.  Mr. and Mrs. Clarot recounted how the firemen 

from the old firehall across the street would bring their chairs over to the property and sit under 

the shade of oak tree.  They would trim the tree and mow the lawn and in return the Clarot’s 

would supply them with vegetables from there garden in the rear of their property.   

 

There have been four subsequent owners since the Clarot’s and their two sons sold the property.  

These subsequent owners all chose to retain the stately English Oak tree.  It has become a 

significant landmark within the neighbourhood.    

 

Character-defining Elements 

The Arborist Report considers the English Oak tree to be in excellent condition.  ‘The tree exhibits 

a healthy green canopy, good basal flare, vigorous new growth and is an excellent long term 

retention candidate.’  The specimen tree is now 59 years old and is not only a significant specimen 

tree is has taken on social significance within the neighborhood.   
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Sources:   Interview with Mr. and Mrs. Clarot 

 

  Arborists Report, Tree Mendous Arb Care 

Certified Arborist: Matthew Huk, RPF, PN-8447A 

 

Interview by:   Prushothaman Palanichamy  

  203 Pembina Street, New Westminster, BC 

   

Prepared by: Bernard Decosse Architect Inc. 

  258 East Braemar Road, 

  North Vancouver, BC V7N 1R1 

North Vancouver, BC V7N 1R1 
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Arborist Report 
 

 

Tree-Mendous Arb Care                   Tel: (604) 562-3545   Email:  thetreewarden@gmail.com 

Tree-Mendous Arb Care 
Certified Arborist: Matthew Huk, RPF, PN-8447A 

604-339-1689 

matthew.huk91@gmail.com 

203 Pembina St 
Date of Assessment: Aug 31, 2020 

Date of Report: Sept 13, 2020 

Weather: Sunny, Warm 

Summary: 
 The homeowner is interested in rezoning the existing single family residence at 203 

Pembina St to a multi-family site. 

 The scope of the proposed work is yet unclear, and this preliminary report is meant to 
serve as a guideline for acceptable lot density given the required retention of one 
significant oak tree located in the front yard of the existing residence, and a juvenile 
dogwood tree in the neighbour’s yard in proximity to the property line. 

 A tree protection zone has been designed for the retention of all trees, taking into 
account existing structures and hard surfaces as likely contributors to root zone 
suppression. 

o As the canopy of the oak tree takes up roughly a third of the site, an 
encroachment into the CRZ of the oak tree as defined by the bylaw is required 
to accommodate any meaningful site density. A CRZ work authorization will be 
required. 

 Despite the preliminary nature of this report, arborist supervision is recommended at 
various required activities for the proposed project including but not limited to: 

o Demolition of the existing residence; 
o Ditch infill; 
o Removal of existing landscape features; 
o Removal of hard surfaces, including the existing driveway outside of the defined 

tree protection area. 

 A site plan, site servicing concept plan, and any required civil upgrades should be 
incorporated into this report when they become available. 
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Re:   Arboricultural Assessment, Tree Risk Assessment 
 
1.0 Introduction: 
 
The owner of the property intends to rezone the single family residence at 203 Pembina St. into a multifamily 
residential site. The scope of the project has not yet been determined, and this report serves as a guideline for 
acceptable lot density, for the retention of one red oak tree. The tree is significant, and has been indicated by City 
staff to the property owner that it may have heritage significance, despite not being included on the City of New 
Westminster’s heritage tree registry. 
 
Tree inspection and analysis used the standardized level 2 VTA (Visual Tree Assessment) to identify species, size, 
condition, outward signs of structural defect(s), health deficiencies, and environmental conditions potentially 
impacting the health or structural integrity of the tree(s). Trees have been numbered for inventory and reference 
purposes and photos have been taken for file and report reference purposes.  A detailed inspection including aerial 
inspection, decay mapping, excavation explorations and root mapping was not performed. 
 
2.0 Scope of Work: 
 
Our scope of work is defined by the owner as follows: 

a) Assess the health and structure of one oak tree and any other trees deemed to be in the scope of 
work area; 

b) Assess the feasibility of retaining this tree on the site, given the site’s targets; 
c) Provide mitigation / protection comments. 

 
3.0 Observation: 
 

 

 
 
The image above is taken from the City of New Westminster interactive map, and the subject property is outlined 
in yellow. The subject trees of this report are located on private property, between the civic addresses 203 
Pembina St. and 207 Pembina St. 
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Attached Photos:  

  
Photo 1: Tree 202 in its surroundings Photo 2: Ditch in CRZ 

 
 

Photo 3: Proximity of tree to existing structure 
approximately 4.0 m. 

Photo 4: Chain embedded in base of tree, does not 
appear to be girdling 
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Photo 5: Neighbour’s photinia shrub slightly 
overhanging property line 

Photo 6: Neighbour’s dogwood? Tree slightly 
overhanging property line 

 
Photo 7: Neighbour’s dogwood, can be pruned away 
from property line 
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3.1 Recommendation: 
 
The mandate from the client to the Arborist was to review one oak tree, and any other trees deemed to be inside 
the scope of work area as it relates to the pending rezoning application on the site. This report is preliminary in 
nature, to serve as a guideline for acceptable lot density for the retention of the oak tree. 
 

 One English oak in excellent condition and structure is located in the front yard of the existing single 
family residence. The tree exhibits a healthy green canopy, good basal flare, vigorous new growth, and is 
an excellent long term retention candidate. There is one offsite dogwood tree located near the property 
line, at 207 Pembina St. Additionally, there is a small Photinia shrub with branches overhanging the 
property line, but this shrub is not of consequence to the proposed rezoning. 

 Despite the large basal flare of the oak tree, no surface structural roots were observed. A concrete 
walkway is bulging slightly at a distance of approximately 8 m from the base of the tree. We expect the 
root zone of this tree to be significant, but manageable given an appropriate root protection zone and 
arborist involvement. A tree protection area has been designed based on the following factors, where tree 
protection fencing should be installed and maintained for the duration of the project. 

 The existing residence is located approximately 4.0 m from the base of the tree. Root activity is expected 
to have been suppressed by the foundation of the existing house, which should serve as an acceptable 
limit of excavation for any new residences. Arborist supervision is recommended for the demolition of the 
foundation, to provide root pruning and mitigation if roots are encountered. L-shaped footings are 
recommended for any structures abutting the tree protection area. 

 An open ditch is located within the critical root zone of the oak tree at an approximate distance of 4.5 m 
from the base of the tree. The homeowner intends to culvert the ditch as part of the construction works. 
Arborist supervision is recommended for ditch infill works within the critical root zone.   

 Existing landscape features and hard surfaces inside of the defined tree protection area for the oak tree 
include two small Allan block retaining walls, a concrete walkway, and a concrete spiral staircase. Arborist 
supervision is recommended to direct the removal of these structures, most notably the removal of the 
concrete walkway will likely expose some surface roots. 

 The north western and south eastern extents of the defined tree protection area are abutted by a 
concrete driveway and the public roadway/sidewalk respectively. We expect that these hard surfaces 
have suppressed root activity, and have designed the limit of the tree protection fence accordingly. 
Arborist supervision is recommended for the removal of the driveway abutting the tree protection zone 
on its north western extent, as root activity and cracking concrete was noted in this area. Depending on 
the level of roots encountered, horizontal tree protection consisting of bark mulch and plywood may be 
recommended following the concrete removal. 

 The neighbour’s dogwood tree overhangs the property line, and likely has some minimal rooting activity 
on the subject site. We expect that root activity has been suppressed by the existing driveway, but a small 
tree protection zone has been specified for the tree. 

 
Due to the preliminary nature of this report, site specific recommendations are minimal. A site plan, site servicing 
concept plan, and any required offsite civil upgrades should be incorporated into the report when they become 
available. Assuming a required amenity area of the site, the tree protection area of the oak may an acceptable 
location as long as ground disturbances are minimal. Recommendations may also evolve as various components of 
the project proceed. The peat soil condition of Lulu Island can amount to challenging building conditions with 
significant excavation cuts. The tree will need to be monitored and maintained accordingly. 
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4.0 Limitations 
 
We attach the following clauses to this document to ensure you are fully aware of what is technically and 
professionally realistic in the assessment and preservation of trees. 
 
Unless otherwise stated, tree inspection and analysis used the standardized VTA (Visual Tree Assessment) 
endorsed by the Pacific Northwest Chapter of the International Society of Arboriculture, to identify species, size, 
condition, outward signs of structural defect(s), health deficiencies, and environmental conditions potentially 
impacting the structural integrity of the tree(s) and/or the retention suitability of the tree(s) given the proposed 
scope of work. Trees have been tagged for inventory and reference purposes, and photos have been taken for file 
and report reference purposes.  A detailed inspection including aerial inspection, decay mapping, excavation 
explorations and root mapping was not performed. 
 
This Arboricultural field review report is based only on site observations on the date noted.  Effort has been made 
to ensure that the opinions expressed are a reasonable and accurate representation of the condition of all trees 
reviewed.  The assessment was completed based on visual review only.  None of the trees were dissected, cored, 
probed or climbed.   All trees or groups of trees have the potential to fail.  No guarantees are offered or implied by 
Tree-Mendous Arb Care or their employees that the trees are safe given all conditions.  Trees can be managed, but 
they cannot be controlled.  To live, work or play near trees is to accept some degree of risk.   
 
The assessment provided was based on preliminary information only. The opinions expressed in this report are 
valid for a period of one year only.  Any trees retained should be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure reasonable 
safety. 
 
The information provided in this report is for the exclusive use of our client and may not be reproduced or 
distributed without permission of Tree-Mendous Arb Care. 
 
Please contact the undersigned if you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter. 
 
Yours Truly,  
 

 
Matthew Huk, RPF 
ISA Certified Arborist   PN-8447A 
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Tree-Mendous Arb Care.

Project #19-025
Arborist Tree Table 203 Pembina St.

New Westminster, BC

Tree 

Number

Common Name Latin Name DBH cm Health/ 

Structure

Location Description Recommended 

Treatment

202 Red oak Quercus rubra 126 VG Onsite Significant oak in very good condition. Healthy green 

canopy, vigorous new growth, attachments appear 

sound, past pruning has been done well with excellent 

compartmentalization. Only defect of note is a chain 

embedded in the base of the tree that that does not 

appear to be girdling the tree. The canopy of this tree 

accounts for roughly one third of the site, therefore a 

CRZ encroachment as defined by the bylaw will be 

required to achieve any meaningful site density that will 

not become financially burdensome to the property 

owner. A CRZ encroachment is proposed based on site 

factors, which will require a CRZ work authorization. Root 

activity is expected to have been suppressed by the 

foundation of the existing residence, and to a lesser 

extent the hard surfaces (driveway and road) abutting the 

north western and south eastern extents of the tree 

protection zone respectively. No surface roots were 

observed growing in the ditch, which the owner intends to 

culvert as part of the construction activities. Existing 

landscape features in the tree protection area include a 

concrete walkway, two allan block retaining wall planter 

beds and a concrete staircase. Preliminary 

recommendations include arborist supervision for 

demolition of the existing residence, removal of the 

landscape features, ditch infill, and driveway removal.

Retain, install tree 

protection fencing, 

arborist recommended 

to supervise 

demolition of existing 

residence, landscape 

features and driveway, 

as well as ditch infill.

OS1 Dogwood spp. Cornus spp. 20 M Offsite Taxonomy difficult, best guess is a dogwood. Shrub like 

form, canopy overhangs subject property slightly, can be 

pruned back from PL, rootzone likely to be suppressed 

by driveway, install tree protection fence to spec.

Retain, install tree 

protection fencing

203 Pembina St. New Wesminster

Page 1 of 1
p=poor; m=moderate; g=good;

OS=Off Site; TPF=tree protection fencing Sept 13, 2019Page 79 of 107



N

# Title

01 Tree Management Plan

Date

Scale

Project

Plan Key

Retained Tree

Tree Fencing

 

New Westminster, BC

Aug 31, 2020

NA

20-025

#202

OS1

Arborist to supervise
driveway removal

Arborist to supervise
foundation demolition

Arborist to supervise
ditch infill

Arborist to supervise removal
of landscape features

Fence to edge of ditch

203 Pembina St.
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Appendix F  

Images of the Existing House 

and Oak Tree
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Appendix G  

General Guidelines of Preservation, 

Rehabilitation and Restoration
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